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A POSTAGE DUE PUZZLE AND A REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE

Fig. 1

BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 2

At the Society's meeting in Birmingham last October, David Colman asked me for comments on an intriguing
postcard (Figure 1) that had been taxed in no less than three countries: Switzerland, France and Great Britain. That
apart, it was immediately clear that there were some taxation oddities that would repay further study. It was an
item clearly in the “wrong collection” so, after some rapid negotiations, it migrated into my postage due display.
So what do we have here? A 1908 postcard franked originally with a 2c Tellboy stamp. This might have been
adequate had the words “Carte postale” been crossed out and replaced with “Drucksache” or “Imprimé” to take
advantage of the reduced 2c printed matter rate. Obviously that hadn’t happened so I focussed next on the
cancellations: something was amiss. Looking carefully at the Lausanne cancellation on the stamp I spotted a telltale ‘zero’ in blue crayon hidden underneath (Fig. 2) indicating that the stamp had no value. The Tellboy stamp
was perfectly valid at that time so why should this have been? And even if not valid, the amount of taxation didn’t
add up.
The story can be unravelled by looking carefully at the dates of the postmarks: despite the 2c stamp the card had
not been posted in Switzerland but at Monnetier-Mornex, just a few kilometres south of Geneva in Haute Savoie.
Without detailed knowledge of the area I hadn’t realised this was the case from the picture side (Figure 3 next
page). The French date stamp of 1st September 1908 was correctly struck off-stamp: UPU regulations instructed
postal administrations not to cancel stamps of other countries – instead they were required to indicate with a blue
-crayoned ‘0’ that the stamp had zero value. The French outward exchange office, possibly at Annemasse, struck
the card with the triangular ‘T’ mark indicating that it should be taxed on arrival. The card was addressed to “Miss
Balthazar, c/o Messrs Thomas Cook & Son” in Lausanne where it was taxed 20c (large blue-crayoned figures) and a
20c postage stamp (cancelled 2nd September) affixed for payment. The tax calculation for this was straightforward:
the card was treated as unfranked so it was simply double the 10c French postcard rate, converted to Swiss
centimes. At that time the Swiss and French francs were at parity within the Latin Monetary Union.
Miss Balthazar must have been on a Thomas Cook tour because the Lausanne office struck the card with
their cachet, refused payment and readdressed it to c/o their Paris office. Back at Lausanne post office the
Swiss postage due was annulled with a handstamp “Annulé” and the Tellboy stamp was also cancelled for
good measure as it would still have been valid at that point. On arrival in Paris the card was taxed 10c. So
why only half the amount that the Swiss taxed it? The Paris post office must have treated it as a domestic
postcard for which the postage should have been 5c, doubled for tax. In theory the card should have been
taxed 20c as it was originally sent to Switzerland – but who was going to argue? In the event it was again readdressed, back to Miss Balthazar’s home address in Kensington, so the French postage due stamp was
struck out with pen.
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On arrival in London the card was struck with a “½d FB” tax mark by Royal Mail’s Foreign Branch. At that time this
converted to 5 centimes so this is the most difficult part to explain. It should have been taxed double the postcard
rate from France, i.e. 10c x 2 = 20c which converted to 2d. Why was it taxed only ½d? Possibly the Foreign Office
clerk was very busy and simply taxed the card a minimum amount. In any event this amount must have been paid
on delivery.
This story might have ended there but in October I displayed the card to the Southern Group’s meeting in
Salisbury when David Toft said that he thought he had something similar. Sure enough, by the most
extraordinary coincidence, his card turned out to be the ‘brother’ postcard in more ways than one, with the
same picture and having been sent on the same day to “Master C. Balthazar” c/o Thomas Cook in Lausanne
(Figure 4 above). Interestingly this card was treated differently, despite having been posted under identical
circumstances. On arrival at Lausanne post office the Tellboy stamp was incorrectly cancelled at 4pm on the
2nd September, before the 20c postage due was affixed and cancelled at 10am the next morning and sent out
for delivery. Thomas Cook’s redirected it similarly to their office in Paris where, this time, it was correctly
taxed 20c, i.e. double what should have been the original postage to Switzerland. On it went to London
where likewise it was taxed ½d. I don’t know how long these two cards had been separated but, thanks to
the kindness of the two Davids in parting with them, these intriguing postcards are now reunited in my
postage due display, 110 years after they were posted originally.
THE KIMMEL POSTAL HISTORY FOUNDATION

EDITOR

Our Librarian, Bob Medland, has been made aware of this organisation. Below is the introductory message from
its Website:
“On 1st December 2014 the Kimmel Foundation for Postal History was founded in Küssnacht SZ. It is a tax-exempt
charity and does not pursue any commercial purpose. The founder Kurt Kimmel is a well known international
expert for philately and postal history. He has decided to convey to a wider community his knowledge and
experience by presenting the collections of the Foundation to the public. If philately and postal history have a
place in your heart, you now have the opportunity to participate! You can also tell us about your collections or
your publications if these are of importance to Postal History. Below are some of our goals:
i) In March 2017, a house for postal history was acquired, in which the collections can be exhibited and seminars
organised.
ii) The Foundation promotes postal history studies as a meaningful research work and supports their publication.
iii) Two prizes (two gold coins Krüger Rand from the foundations assets) are awarded each year and handed over
with a diploma in the name of the foundation after a short laudation to the winner.
iv) At the moment we ask for your patience. We are busy with the renovation and other projects to create the
right conditions for our future museum.
If you are interested, please contact us ! Website: info@kimmelstiftung.ch Postal address: Kimmel Stiftung für
Postgeschischte , Postfach 366 – 6403 Kussnacht SZ
Telephone: 041 850 05 61
THE SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTORS SOCIETY (the SGSSV)
If you wish to benefit from the information and services available from this Swiss-based society visit their website
www.ganzsachen.ch or write to their secretary: Bruno Zeder, Wilhelmshöchi 4a, CH-6215 Beromünster, or by
email - sgssv.zeder@gmail.com
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ACKNOWLEDGING THE ROLES OF SWISS WOMEN DURING WORLD WAR II

RICHARD DONITHORN

Only one stamp was created for the use of the women serving in the armed forces in
the Second World War (Fig. 1) for those in the Frauenhilfsdienst/Service feminin
(Women's Service). Many of the soldier stamps which acknowledge the
presence/involvement of women in the “wartime effort” depict them in a very passive
role – seeing their menfolk off or greeting them and giving thanks on their return.
They are often depicted with their children stoicly waiting and hoping for better times.
Some examples are shown in Figs. 2a-e.
Fig. 1

2a

2b

2c

2d

One very clear illustration shows the significant role the Feldpost (Army postal service) played in keeping
soldiers and their loved ones in touch with each other (Fig. 3). Whilst their important roles as “single
parents” and in supporting their menfolk “at the front” are acknowledged in these ways, only a very few
stamps feature the work women undertook which their male partners and sons would normally have been
engaged in – principally working on the land - maintaining agricultural production (Figs.4a/b).

2e

3

4a

4b

Note:
• It was not until 1971 that Swiss women were first granted the right to vote and stand for election
in federal elections.
• In 1981, in a national referendum, a majority voted for a constutional measure by which the
equality of men and women would be legally established. Despite this breakthrough it was not
until October 1984 that a women was elected for the first time to serve in the Federal
Government.
• Also in 1984, Liechtenstein became the last country in Europe to give women the vote.
• The women in Appenzell-Ausserrhoden had to wait until 1989 to be given the right to vote in
cantonal elections – the first time they were able to cast their vote was in April 1991.
Reference: Baedeker's 'Switzerland' guide book 1999

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, 7, Friars Oak Rd. Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8PT – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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COUVOISIER – PRINTERS OF DISTINCTION

MARCH 2019
BOB MEDLAND

Two of my favourites printed by Hélios Courvoisier SA

I was delighted to read Bob Brown’s article in the November newsletter. Like him, I mourn the demise of the
printing firm Hélios Courvoisier SA and the loss of its stamps which were possibly the best quality of any printers
in the world. In 2000, with fellow-member Mike Petzold I was lucky to be taken on a personal tour around the
printing works by their manager, Gilbert Hutin. I still have a miniature Swiss Army Knife with Courvoisier logo as a
keepsake and wrote a short article about this (see Newsletter 2001:8). At the time I gained the impression that
the firm had not quite moved with the times but that the quality of its product would sustain their operations.
Alas, I was so wrong: less than a year later the firm ceased operations and was sold to Walsall Printers.
Recently I came across an article on this website https://www.letemps.ch/suisse/victimes-mondialisation-timbreschauxdefonds-ne-feront-plus-tour-globe based on an interview with M. Hutin in 2001. The original is in French so I
have translated it whilst attempting some of the authenticity. It is set out below:
Hélio Courvoisier, printers of stamps, will cease production on 30 thApril. It was the last jewel of the Courvoisier
family, master printers at La Chaux-de-Fonds. The market has been affected by the privatisation of the national
postal system and the abandonment of the state monopoly on stamps. With the competition from European and
Asian printing companies, Hélio Courvoisier could no longer compete. Its director decided to stop incurring costs
before having to file for bankruptcy. The company had been printing 260 to 300 new stamps but its remarkable
expertise will now disappear. For 70 years, the most beautiful stamps of the world carried the Courvoisier label.
"I am very sad," conceded director Gilbert Hutin when asked his feeling a few weeks before the closure, "we
worked hard in December and January to make the stamps for an international philatelic exhibition in Hong Kong
and receipts just covered our costs. We said "now we stop" otherwise we risk filing for bankruptcy. Currently, the
company employs 33 people. Not all will obtain other jobs unless they develop new skills as there are no jobs
available in the graphic arts in La Chaux-de-Fonds and nothing in the canton for photogravure specialists.”
Hélio Courvoisier started printing stamps in 1931. Gilbert Hutin joined the firm in 1987 before becoming the
owner two years later. The closure of this limited company with a capital of 800,000 francs means the end of the
Courvoisier empire, which once owned the newspaper 'L'Impartial' - fallen into the lap of its competitor
'L'Express' - and the printing press disappeared in bankruptcy after changing ownership. In its early days, Gilbert
Hutin could count on the support of 'La Poste' which acquired 20% of the capital with proposals that it would send
business to La Chaux-de-Fonds but this did not happen. 'Swiss Post' seems to have undermined its own
investment of last autumn.
Hélio Courvoisier excelled in producing complicated stamps and its future seemed secure. But now, the
dismantling of the postal monopoly has changed the situation. "Previously, all stamps issued in the country were
printed in Switzerland, here or in Bern," notes Gilbert Hutin. “This is no longer the case today. Swiss Post has had
stamps printed elsewhere, particularly in Pakistan. In addition, state printing companies have been asked to go for
the market. Courvoisier found itself caught in the spiral of frantic competition. "Recently, the English blew us away
on an order with prices 40% lower. I do not know how they get there, but we cannot accept to work at a loss."
It was a long time ago, when the former director of Hélio Courvoisier, Marcel Lévy, could advise the head of
Venezuela’s postal administration: "Dear Sir, I cannot do anything for you, call me in six months". And it is not just
globalisation, it is the world of stamps that has changed. For a long time, they constituted what we can call ‘the
investment of the poor’. At first they served as a receipt for the postage of a letter. Subsequently, they became
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collectors’ items and the Post Office began to satisfy philatelists by issuing special stamps. “In the sixties and the
mid-seventies, people bought up to 500 sheets of stamps. In China, stamps were very popular. People could
exchange them with the hope that they are gaining value" explains Gilbert Hutin. This ‘speculative bubble’, as
Gilbert Hutin calls it, burst in the 1980s. "Stamps were no longer of value because the Post Office, knowing that
they would sell 350,000 each set, printed each time a little more." Since then, the stamps have only retained their
face value, nibbled away little by little by inflation.
Only 15% of the mail is now franked with stamps. The rest receives a printed mark or is sent by fax and e-mail. The
cost of manufacture depends on the printing but a stamp of one colour in large series costs from 2.80 to 3.00 fr.
per thousand. The term ‘big series’ can include impressive printings. Courvoisier has printed up to 300 million
single-colour stamps for Sri Lanka. On the other hand, a stamp in six colours costs about 60 francs per thousand. It
is this added value that keeps up-to-date printers mastering the process of photogravure printing to perfection.
But perfection does not rhyme with durability. In Switzerland, only La Poste will continue to manufacture stamps.
"It produces them intaglio, or on a four-colour offset press, but that's very different from photogravure" said
Gilbert Hutin soberly. At La Chaux-de-Fonds, one of the last stamps to be released from its photogravure presses
will be scented with chocolate to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Choco-Suisse. A rather bitter chocolate in the
Neuchâtel mountains. (Website article ends)
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2019

NEVILLE NELDER

This event is taking place on Saturday 6 th and Sunday 7th April at the Stonehouse Court Hotel in Stonehouse,
Gloucestershire. Full details and a booking form were set out on the separate sheet delivered to you with the
December 2018 issue of the Newsletter. You still have time to book accommodation, and you will need to
pay Norton Wragg, our Treasurer, £50 for the cost of running the meeting – room hire, lunches, teas and
coffees. If you are unable to attend on both days, we would be delighted to see you on the Saturday
(including for the Annual Dinner) or the Sunday (including for the AGM). Further details are available from
the Secretary, Neville Nelder – Tel.: 01453 765937 email: secretary@swiss-philately.co.uk
REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group - Saturday 9th March 2019 is the date for this group's next all-day meeting (10am to 4pm,
refreshments and lunch provided) at 'The Three Crowns' public house, Whaddon nr. Salisbury. Bob Medland
will give an introduction into the Postage Due stamps, rather than their usage, to help members with
classifying and correctly cataloguing these interesting stamps. Following the display, a short “surgery” session
will be held to assist in correctly identifying the postage due stamps the participants bring along. Further
meetings are proposed for 1st June and 19th October. Further information from Werner Gattiker, 01273 842
135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk
Midlands and Northern Areas Group – details of the next meeting of the Society's new regional group will
appear in the Newsletter shortly. It is expected to be held in Birmingham.
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL COMPETITIONS

NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY

There are two competitions. The Moore Bowl covers any aspect of Postal History e.g. routes, rates, postage
due, TPO, censored, aerophilatelic. The Helvetia Philatelic Silver Cup is for any subject except Postal History.
Therefore entries can cover stamps, revenues, thematic, postal stationery, cinderella and postcards. Each
entry is to comprise 16 sheets. Double sheets count as two ordinary sheets. Members not attending may
send a coloured photocopy of their entry to Mr. David Hope, 17 Hawthorn Drive, Stalybridge, Cheshire, SK15
1UE to reach him at the latest by Monday 1st April.
AUCTION RESULTS
Corinphila Auktion AG has sent us what they describe as “the sensational results (of their Auction of last
December) – the range of high quality philatelic and postal history material enjoyed impressively strong demand
across almost all collecting areas. Examples: 1850 RAYON I light blue with framed cross - Hammer price
CHF125,000 ; Basle 1845 “Basel Dove” on cover to Mulhausen – CHF105.000 ; Basler 1845 “Basel Dove” on local
cover – CHF95,000 ; Zürich 1843, 4 rappen pair, unused – CHF85,000...... Take advantage of the excellent state of
the market. Our next auction: 11th-15th June, accepting consignments by 15th March.” The full lists of prices
realised will be deposited in our Library along with the original catalogues for members' reference.
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THE 1960-68 'ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS' DEFINITIVES SERIES

MARCH 2019
RICHARD DONITHORN

As Editor I am always seeking to make the material in the
Newsletter interesting and useful to all our members, whatever
their level of philatelic knowledge. I am also aware that it would
be very useful to produce articles by researching and reviewing all
relevant past articles on a chosen subject, including those
published in this Newsletter. With these objectives in mind I have
produced this pilot “base-level” article on a modern stamp series
that is largely accessible to 'all pockets' and levels of expertise. I
would welcome readers' reaction to this approach and, in
particular, volunteers to carry out such reviews in other areas of
Swiss philately. If you are relatively new to Swiss philately I would
also welcome your comments on what information gaps the
Newsletter might fill.
n.b. To those members who may be 'Classics' specialists or pre1930 postal historians the Architectural Monuments Series has
been described as “one of the most complex of modern Swiss
definitive issues” and, as you will see, represents quite a challenge
to even the most persistent of collectors, on and off cover.
Michael Young in an article in Gibbons Stamp Monthly (December 1969) quoted extracts from an interview with
Herr Hans E. Gaudard, the then Head of the Postage Stamp and Printing Section of the PTT, which was published
in the PTT Review in April 1960. In it, Herr Gaudard gave a potted history of the 'First Series' of the 'Architectural
Monuments' definitives first issued on 10th May 1960. The extract below shows how the minds of the
management were working:
“In designing this series of postage stamps, with subjects from widely ranging periods of time, the artists were
given a certain amount of freedom in representation. For operational considerations of the Postal Services, it is
desirable that the lettering and figure of value should be in the same position throughout an issue. In order to
achieve a uniform degree of composition, the designers had to simplify details here and there, omit certain
features or transpose them. Two examples: - on the 70c. 'Bellinzona' the church tower appeared at the right
instead of the left, whilst on the 90c. 'Schaffhausen' the town houses were reduced to a single row below the
'Munot'. …........... insofar as the first issue is favourably received, it is our intention to replace it after an interval of
six years by other different designs. Hence a range of places will be “honoured” by the reproduction of one of
their landmarks. In this manner many different regions will be represented, the series thus developing into a
“reflection” of Swiss Architecture.”
Such a comprehensive series required very extensive research and long-term planning over a long period. A public
design competition was organised as early as 1942 to select “basic ideas” for a new definitive series to replace the
'Small Landscapes'. Over a thousand people entered the competition. The first prizewinner was Werner Weiskönig
(St. Gallen) with a composite drawing of his home town entitled 'Portrait of Our Town'-see Fig. 1 above. It showed
the Vadian statue, the old Kaufhaus, the Cathedral, the bridges over the River Sitter and in the background the
Säntis mountain range. From this he developed a whole series of 50 such design essays with 'History, Industry and
Culture' as the main theme. In some of these the portrait of a famous citizen was given prominence. (Much of the
series was displayed as part of the Official PTT Exhibit at 'Philatec' Paris in 1964.) Their 'composite' design format
(best suited to the photogravure process) was eventually rejected in favour of a simple, uncluttered main subject
with a clean background, more suited to the chosen production process - recess-printing.
A second competition was held in 1957. Only four artists, Werner Weiskönig, Hans Hartmann, André Rosselet
and Niklaus Stöcklin, were invited by the PTT to compete, each being asked to submit 5 uncluttered designs
depicting churches, castles, gateways or towers as a basis for a future series of definitive issues. The examples of
the four artists' work shown on the top of the next page illustrate a wide range of themes and treatment of
subjects. Joint prizewinners on this occasion were Werner Weiskönig and Hans Hartmann of Köniz near Bern, who
were then asked to proceed with detailed design work for the issued stamps.
During the preliminary stages of producing the First Series, trial engravings were made by Karl Elbrecht Bickel Jr.
(son of Karl Bickel) and Karin Lieven.
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Niklaus Stöcklin

As a rule 'Castles' were excluded from the range of subjects adopted, this theme being reserved for future charity
series. Two products of the detailed design work were held in reserve for a while: the Bishop's Palace in Chur
(Grisons) and the Stockalperpalast at Brigue (Valais) with its characteristic onion-shaped towers (see below) - they
never appeared as printed stamps.

Bishop's Palace Chur

Stockalperpalast Brigue

The First Series 14 values 25c to 2Fr.
The first stamps of the First Series were finally released on 10 th May 1960. Albert Yersin of St. Sulpice (Vaud) was
responsible for engraving all the values. Werner Weiskönig designed the 25c, 40c, 70c, 80c and 1.20Fr. and Hans
Hartmann the remaining 9 values. Their denominations and subjects were:
25c. 'Lausanne Cathedral', 30c. 'Grossmünster Zurich', 35c. 'Woodcutters' Guildhouse Biel/Bienne', 40c 'St. Peter's
Cathedral Geneva', 50c. 'Spalentor Basel', 60c. 'Clock Tower Bern', 70c. 'Collegiate SS. Pietro and Stefano Church
Bellinzona', 75c. 'Chapel Bridge and Water Tower Lucerne', 80c. 'St. Gallen Cathedral', 90c. 'Munot Fortress
Schaffhausen', 1Fr. 'Town Hall Fribourg', 1.20Fr. 'Basle Gate Solothurn', 1.50Fr. 'Ital Reding House Schwyz', 2Fr.
'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' (n.b. there were also low-value 5c., 10c., 15c. and 20c. denominations issued at
the same time - their designs by Heinrich Heusser were based on the theme of 'Postal History'.)

Z359

Z360

Z364

Z369

Z365

Z370

Z361

Z362

Z366

Z367

Z371

Z363

Z368

Z372
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Z359-372 were recess printed on white unwatermarked, white-wove paper by the PTT Postage Stamp Printing
Works in Bern on their rotary machines – 2 panes of 50 subjects per cylinder. At the time, the PTT Printing Works
had two such machines specially made to their specifications – a 1936 Goebel capable of producing 1.3M stamps
per day and a Wifag (by Winkler-Fallert AG of Bern) with a daily output of up to 2.5M. In 1966 they installed a
machine with a capacity to produce up to 4M stamps in a day. The paper was supplied by the Sihl and Biberist
mills. The preparation of the inks to the required colour and consistency was carried out on the premises. Printing,
sheet numbering and perforating was one continuous process on the same machine.
Phosphors - The introduction of new electronic sorting machines and the adoption of 'Postal Codes' necessitated
the whole of the First Series (with the exception of the 35c., 70c and 2Fr. - see below) being reprinted on
phosphorescent coated paper containing violet fibres. They can be distinguished from those printed on ordinary
paper by using an ultra-violet lamp to show the fluoresence. The first to be issued were the 25c., 30c., 50c. and
80c. which were put on sale in Bern and District on 4 th October 1963 – a small number were released the day
before by mistake. The 40c., 60c., 90c. and 1Fr. Phosphor were first issued in 1967 and the 75c., 1.20Fr. and 1.50Fr.
in 1968 on unknown dates.
New Tariffs - On the 4th February 1963 additional denominations were required to meet new tariffs for inland
parcels. By that time the 35c. 'Woodcutters' Guildhouse Biel/Bienne', 70c. 'Collegiate Church Bellinzona', and 2Fr.
'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' stamps were obsolete and had been withdrawn. This enabled the authorities to
reuse the Biel/Bienne design on the new 1.30Fr. (Z391) and the Einsiedeln design on the 1.70Fr., and 2.20Fr.
Stamps (Z392 and Z393 – see below).
The 70c. stamp had shown the clock tower of the church to the right instead of its actual position to the left of the
building merely to accommodate the value in the top left, in line with all the other stamp designs in the series.
Weiskoenig had originally produced a design with the tower in the correct position, but this had been rejected by
the PTT. There was considerable public protest to the design error, so the PTT used the opportunity afforded by
the need for a new 2.80Fr. stamp to reuse the 'Collegiate Church Bellinzona' design, but this time amending the
picture by omitting the church tower altogether (Z394). The complete loss of the tower generated further protests
and the PTT eventually agreed that the 2.80Fr. stamp would be withdrawn from circulatioin as soon as possible .

Z391

Z392

Z393

Z394

Coil stamps – Coil stamps were produced as coils of 500 or 1,000 stamps depending on the denomination. They
were used in the PTT's own stamp dispensers, particularly for parcel counters in offices with very heavy
commercial business. The control numbers were printed on the gummed side of every 5 th stamp in the coil (the
Philatelic Office always sold them in strips of five). Coil stamps were produced in 1960 of the First Series 50c.
'Spalentor Basel' on ordinary paper, in 1963/67 of the First Series 40c., 50c., 60c., 90c., 1Fr., 1.30Fr., 1.70Fr., 2.20Fr.
and 2.80Fr. on phophorescent paper and in 1964/68 of the Second Series 15c 'Mauritius Church, Appenzell' (see
below). A separate die was used for the 50c. 'Spalentor Basel' coils, being distinguished from the sheet die by the
fact that there are only two horizontal lines in the top right-hand corner of the arch of the gateway – the sheet die
has three lines. Coil stamps in the other denominations can only be distinguished if you happen to have one with
the control number visible. To be concluded in the next edition.
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EDITOR/GIOVANNI BALIMANN

'Flower'

'Houses'

'Leaf'

'Child with Ladybird'

'Child with Ladybird' (I)

'Child/PESTALOZZI'

'Child'

I had immediate responses to my request for information on the slogan cancels for the Kinderdorf Pestalozzi
(HPNS Feb. 2019 p. 16) from Giovanni Balimann, Eric Lienhard and David Hope. They sent me five pages of listings
of the 6 different slogan cancels from the Swiss Society of Postmark Collectors' Catalogue (all in more than one
language version) – see above. Eric told me that he “picks them up when they are on offer cheap. Phew!! I am not
aiming for completeness of all the places and dates.”
Giovanni, an acknowledged expert in the field of cancels, also sent an illustration of the cover and cancels from his
collection shown below. He explains: “The rarest use is the one of only two days (16 th/17th May 1958) of the
German cancel in the French speaking town of Neuchâtel. The error was realised in the course of the second day
of use and the cancel sent back to Bern with the request to deliver the correct one in French.”

The slogan cancel design types were used in the following locations:
'Flower'

German language: Basel, Bern, Luzern, Zürich
French: Genève, Lausanne
'Houses' German: Biel/Bienne, Basel, Luzern, St. Gallen, Schaffhausen, Solothurn, Winterthur, Zug, Zürich
French: Genève, Lausanne, Neuchâtel, Yverdon
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'Leaf' German: Aarau, Altstätten(SG), Bern, Basel, Biel/Bienne, Buchs(SG), Chur, Effretikon, Emmenbrücke,
Frauenfeld, Glarus, Grossau(SG), Grenchen, Horgen, Lyss, Olten, Romanshorn, St. Gallen, St. Margrethen(SG),
Schaffhausen, Solothurn, Thalwil, Thun, Weinfelden, Winterthur, Zofingen, Zug, Zürich + mistakenly Neuchâtel
French: Bulle, Fribourg, Genève, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Lausanne, Le Locle, Montreux, Neuchâtel, Renens(VD),
Yverdon
'Child with ladybird' German: Baar, Rorschach, St. Gallen, Solothurn, Zürich
French: Delemont, Fribourg, Genève, Morges, Renens(VD), Vevey
Italian: Ascona, Bellinzona, Chiasso, Locarno, Lugano, Tenero
'Child/PESTALOZZI' German: Basel, Bern
French: Genève
Italian: Bellinzona
'Child'
German: St. Gallen, Zürich
French: Lausanne
Italian: Locarno
N.B. Perhaps surprisingly, no publicity cancels were produced for use at the Trogen post office. Several of the
cancel-types were used in more than one post-office in a particular city/town and produced in different sizes.
References
Full details of these publicity slogans, including their period of use, are set out in the marvellous publication:
'Handbuch der Maschinenstempel der Schweiz, des Fürstentums Liechtenstein und der UNO-Postverwaltung in
Genf/Manuel des empreintes de machines à timbrer de la Suisse, de la Principauté du Liechtenstein et de
l'administration postale de l'ONU à Genève' 2nd edition 2009 by Giovanni Balimann - published by the Swiss
Society of Postmark Collectors (SVPS/ASCEP).
There is also a very useful companion volume on the Swiss Publicity Cancels:
'Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel Schweiz/Liechtenstein (K-Stempel)/ Manuel des timbres-réclame postaux
Suisse/Liechtenstein (Timbres K)' 4th edition 2007 published by Swiss Society of Postmark Collectors (SVPS/ASCEP).
THE RETURN OF ALFRED ESCHER

EDITOR
Back in 1932 the PTT issued a set of 3 engraved stamps to
celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the St. Gotthard Railway.
The 20c vermillion featured the famous statesman,
financier and industrialist Alfred Escher (1819-1892). His
deep understanding of economics and the legal system
enabled him to lead the revival of Zürich's economy in the
C19th boosting the manufacturing, tourism and banking
industries of the city and its environs. His claims to fame
include the pioneering North East railway system, the
Federal Polytechnic, the insurance company known today
as 'Swiss Life' and the Gotthard Tunnel. The artist Jurg Glauser has revived the famous bearded image of Escher in
his design of the latest SwissPost stamp to commemorate his 200 th Birth Anniversary. A query – what do the
initials 'SKA' stand for? (The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.)
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